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We say that a transformation group (A, T) is weakly mixing if given nonempty
open subsets A, B, C, D of X there is tET such that AtC\C7*0 and Bt(~\D7*0.
Lemma. Let (A, 7") be a transformation group and suppose that T is abelian. Then (X, T) is weakly mixing if and only if given nonempty open subsets A and B of X there is tET such that AtC\A7*0 and AtC\B7*0.
Proof. It is clear that if (A, T) is weakly mixing then the stated condition is satisfied. Suppose then that the condition holds and let nonempty open subsets A,B, C, D of A be given; we need to find /ET such that AIC\Ct*0 and Btf\Dt*0.
We may choose hET such that E=AtiC\B7*0, hET such that F = Et2r\Cti7*0, and hET such that Ft3C\F7*0 and Ft3C\D7*0. Since x/2G^4, we havexG^J1 and xtiEAt2'ti = Atit^, and hence xhE A iht2l)r\ A.
The lemma now implies that (A, T) is weakly mixing.
Corollary. For a minimal abelian transformation group (A, T), with X compact metric, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) (A, P) is weakly mixing.
(2) PP = AXA. £3Dn3TC, so by the first part of the proof (A, <p) and (Ya, ip) are disjoint; therefore (AXFa, 4>Xif/) is minimal. Since V(~\(XXYa) is a nonempty closed invariant subset of (AX Ya, (j>Xif/), we must have Vr\(XXYa)=XXYa.
Therefore F = AXF and the proof is complete.
We remark that as an application of these results it can be proved that a minimal flow which is prime in the sense that it has no proper homomorphic images must be either a translation on a cyclic group of prime order or else weakly mixing. We conjecture that the corollary to Theorem 1 remains valid if the requirement that A be metrizable is dropped.
